for RHC’s Teaching for Learning Institute Workshop

“Elevating Rigor in the Classroom through Differentiated Instruction”

Friday, April 5th, 2019, 9:00–4:00, LR 128

Join with facilitator D. J. Corson* for an interactive session focused on

- Dialoguing about why and how to apply strategies that promote rigor
- Applying your understanding about rigor to your course content
- Sharing strategies that engage students to *think, persist, and problem solve*
- Applying the BEST method to determine the appropriate differentiated support for rigorous student learning

Lunch and 6 hours of FLEX or a Faculty Stipend of $150.00 provided.

RSVP by February 12th to reserve your slot as space is limited!

*sponsored by our Basic Skills Grant*

*DJ Corson is a former community college instructor and consultant who has coached educators at every level on achieving excellence in teaching for learning.*